Jeshua Speaks about: THE LONG ROAD HOME
Beloved one, I would speak with
you now about the long road
Home. You have felt for many
lifetimes that you were not Home,
that you wanted to find Home
again. You have said to the parents
sometimes and the ones of the
older generation, “Where is Home?
I want to go Home.” And they
have said to you, “Well, this is
your home right here. Here we are;
this is your home.” And you have
said, “No, not this home, but the
Home that I long for in my heart,
the Home that I remember and yet
cannot quite put it into a
visualization, and I can’t quite find
it, but I know there is my Home
somewhere.”
You have chosen—and there is no
judgment with this; it is a very
good thing that you have done—
you have chosen to take the long
road Home. You have chosen to
walk
everywhere,
to
see
everything, to visit with all of the
friends, all of the brothers and
sisters who are the Light coalesced
into a denser vehicle. You have
chosen to know every detour, to
know every detail, to walk
everywhere, and you have chosen
to see everything everywhere you
go, because you did not want to
miss anything.

Sometimes you have judged self.
After you have been down a road a
way, you have said, “Well, it’s
actually a detour, and I shouldn’t
have done it. I’m wasting good
time doing this,” and yet you are
wealthier for having chosen to go
down the long road. So as I have
already said, there is no judgment
in this. In fact, if there is judgment,
it is to say that it is a good choice
to know everything that you can
create and to know how to create
your exit out of it if it does not feel
pleasant.
You have the enquiring mind. You
want to know what else there is,
even to the point of, “What can I
create which is unlike love?”
So you create situations, and you
may know right away that it is not
love. It does not feel good. Then
you sometimes begin to beat up
self and say, “Well, why did I
choose this?” You chose it so you
would know what is down that
road, and not to have to go down it
again. Sometimes you do choose to
go down it again, and that is okay,
because truly you never actually
make the same choices and have
the same experiences. Each time
you go down what seems to be the
same road, you experience it a bit
differently.
(Continued on Page 2)
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New Video
We have just completed a wonderful
new Jeshua video, professionally
filmed by Drazen Grujic of Quantum
Media NW. It is a 37-minute video
with interviews of some of the Heart
Family speaking of their interaction
and experience with Jeshua, an
interview with me (Judith) and an
interview with Jeshua. In it I tell of
how Jeshua came to me, how He
began the process, how I became
convinced He is who He says He is,
and what it feels like to be channeling
His loving, humorous, personal
Energy.
Jeshua answers questions about God,
about who He (Jeshua) is, His view of
the world situations, and the future of
man/womankind. The title of the video
is Otherwise Known As Love, and can
be
purchased
from
Oakbridge
University Press for $25. It makes for
insightful personal viewing and can
also be a wonderful gift for friends
who wonder what you are doing,
reading, studying…. (Smile)
On Sunday afternoon November 8th we
will be hosting a special social hour
honoring Althea Soest and her late
husband, Orin, the former owners of
the property at 346 Morgan Drive,
now The Peaceful Garden. At that time
we will thank Althea for their loving
care of the 25 acres, the beautiful
gardens and wooded trails, and will
place a meditation bench with their
names engraved on it in one of the
gardens.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Now, I know that for some of you,
what you have grown up with at
home has maybe not been all that
loving. Know you why you choose
that? And you do choose it. You
put together a script and a choice;
you do this before the incarnation.
You choose in broad fashion—not
down to little details, but in broad
fashion—what kind of script you
will play, what kind of play you
are going to be an actor in.
I know that many have chosen a bit
of a hardship in the biological
family and the upbringing—which
has been more of a downtrodden
rather than an upbringing. Then
you have said to yourself, “Why
did this happen to me?”
You have understood that perhaps
you have been fashioning that
which you have experienced, and
then you have questioned, “Why
would I choose such a thing?” You
have chosen it in order to prove to
yourself how strong you are and
how strong love is. Because no
matter what has happened to you
in your growing up years, your
adult years, no matter what has
happened seemingly to you, you
have been able to feel the power of
love and to give it forth to other
ones.

You have found mates. You have
found the small offspring, where
your heart has opened and you
have loved them with a pure love.
Yes, after a while it might get
tainted with a bit of worldly
judgment of it, but your basic
nature and the basic gift that you
give is love.
That is why you often find yourself
teacher of certain treatises, certain
writings, because you know the
power of love. You know that ones
are hungering and thirsting to be
healed in the way of accepting
love, of feeling the power of love.
That is why you accept the role of
teacher, because you know the
power of love. You know that no
matter what has happened to you
in the past, it has only made you
more convinced of the power of
love.
So then you can take the deep
breath and you say, “Well, hey,
that’s good; okay, I didn’t quite see
it that way. I thought I was a
failure. I thought I did everything
wrong. I thought, gee, if I chose all
this muck and mire that I’ve been
growing up with and living with,
maybe I was stupid to choose it.”
But you are never stupid. You
choose from the holy Self of you
that which will bring the
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awakening to yourself and to
others: to feel the power of love.
That is why you are attracted to
certain writings. It is why you
choose certain experiences which
when you are going through them
you say, “I don’t know how I can
get through this. I don’t think I can
get through this. I don’t see even a
glimmer of light. I don’t think I
can get through it.”
And then you come another year,
five years, ten years down the
road, and you look back and you
say, “Doggone, but I certainly had
strength to come through that. It
was not easy.” No, it was not easy,
but the power of love within you
has brought you through it, and the
power of love within you heals
everything.
It
heals
the
relationships. It heals the body. It
heals
everything
that
you
experience.
That is the power of Who and
What you are, because you are
Love. And you have chosen to
know the power of forgiveness.
There is power in that; not for the
other person—they may never feel
any forgiveness; they may actually
hold great judgment of self and of
everyone else—but for you, you
are giving forgiveness, and you are
in the space of love, the space
which heals. And it is never too
late for forgiveness.
All you have to do is to abide in
the simplicity of love. That is why
I have chosen to call you the holy
Child, because you are holy and
because you are the Child. Allow
yourself to live the life as the child
who gets very excited about
everything. Everything is a gift to
the innocent child. Everything is
something wonderful to be
explored, understood, and to be

means to be the divine Energy
having a human experience.
Make the most of it. That is why
you have gifted to yourself the
human experience; not to worry, as
separated ego will suggest: “Oh,
well, you have to worry. You have
to worry about the children, you
have to worry about the parents,
you have to worry about your
health, you have to worry about the
finances, you have to worry about
the traffic.”

given to another person to be
shared.
The little child is very much alive
in the innocence. That is truly who
you are and what you are. That is
why I have called you the holy
Child, because your inheritance,
your nature is one of simplicity, of
innocence. As a small child, you
come to experience. Then later you
may question your choice: “Why
did I choose these parents, this
experience?”
You chose because it is an
opportunity to know the power of
love, to know your power as love,
and to abide in that space, no
matter what is going on around
you, and to give top marks to self,
because you have chosen to
experiment, to adventure, to
experience.
You like to know, “What can I
discover in this day? Who can I
discover in this day? Maybe I will
make a new friend in this day,”
and you do. “Maybe I will make
friends with myself. Oh, where is
self?” And you get to go deeper
into your understanding of what it

There is always something that you
can be worrying about. Or, you can
choose to be That Which you are,
and to know deeply for yourself
that you are the love which has
been sent here by divine order.
There has been an order placed
before you were born for more
love, and you have said, “Okay,
I’ll go,” and you have.
You have come to a place where
every once in a while you share
love with another one—open, easy
love that does not have to be
judged; it just is, and it feels good.
And in that space, there is healing
of everything: healing of the body,
healing of the emotions, healing of
all the experiences that perhaps
you judged not to be so wholesome
or healing; maybe even the
experiences which you have had
that were abusive and harsh.
There is healing in knowing true
Love; not just human love. Human
love comes and goes, as you have
experienced, but the divine Self of
you is the Love that exists from
before time and will exist beyond
time itself. That is Who you are.
And, yes, it is possible to know it,
to feel it. Take it deeply within the
consciousness and rejoice.
So be it.

NEW VIDEO (Continued)
Anyone of the Heart Family residing
in Sequim/Western Washington area
(or farther) is invited to be present at
The Peaceful Garden property at 3
p.m. for the ceremony.

A meditation bench with your
name on it is available for a
donation to Oakbridge University;
please enquire.
-- Judith

Dear Judith,
Jeshua surprised me. He said that,
“You will stand in my sandals and
you will look upon the hatred that
is born from the soil of separation
that says, ‘I can hate someone and
it will not affect me.’ You will
write that only love is true, that the
separation is not true, and the
hatred and the anger and the
lashing out at other ones, that is
just the world. That is not the true
being. Only love is the true being.”
So, in truth, I came to a point in the
Messiah Project where I was not
feeling a unity with those “other
ones”. Those who don't speak the
same, look the same, worship the
same. This messiah stuff is quite
personal. Then, as I sat pondering
how to move forward with the
project, Jeshua showed me that He
loves everyone. He is so loving, so
openly committed to loving
everyone that the differences that I
see that separate me from others
does not really matter. Jeshua sees
each person as His brother and
sister. He wants each of us to know
how very much He loves us. He
sees us as the perfect creation(s) of
the Divine One. He sees us and
interacts with us from a place of
joy. The religious separations, the
national separations, the so-called
borders that we see only exist as
part of the world’s perception of

who we are, and are not God's. His
mission is to bring love to this
world: a love that changes
everything, a love that transforms
the awareness, the consciousness,
the actions and the intentions of
humankind. So, what again is His
Messiahship all about? It's about
calling His loved ones to Himself.
He brings all of the sheep to
Himself. All of the children, all of
the gray beards, the tall ones, the
short ones, the skinny ones, the fat
ones, for He sees only love, speaks
only love, knows only love as the
true being of humankind. In the
sweetness of your heart He would
rush to your side, whisper in your
ear a word of hope and consolation
as the world weighs you down. He
would enjoin you to join Him in
joy and complete the call of your
messiahship in Him.
I hope this explains the place that
he took me to in order for my
blinded eyes and cold heart to see
again what Messiah is all about.
Ones whom I looked upon with
caution and trepidation, He let me
see as His.
He has let me know in moments of
meditation and prayer that He
wants parts of this story to contain
scenes that show how those who
knew Him in Israel reacted
personally to the events that
shaped His Life—everything from
His birth to His Resurrection
combined with the story of His
continuing mission as He brings
the ocean of being to know itself to
be love.
That's it for now. I will send you
scenes and additional info after I
edit. The sides of the sandbox have
been kicked out.
Joy and Blessings,
Michael Mauro

OAKBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY AND
HEALING COMMUNITY
THE MISSION of Oakbridge
University is to promote peace in
the world, respect for all life, and
the empowerment of each person
to fulfill his/her highest potential.
THE VISION of Oakbridge
University is to establish an
educational
and
healing
community based on the Truths
taught by Jeshua ben Joseph,
Mother Mary and Master Joseph as
expressed through Judith Coates in
dialogues with the Oakbridge
Heart Family members worldwide
since 1993.
The Principles are the same as
Jeshua/Jesus taught in His lifetime.
They are to reawaken the Divinity
of each person to live his/her life in
the Oneness of Love, Equality,
Prosperity, Joy and Respect for
each other and for our Holy
Mother, the Earth. There is no
separation as we are all One in the
creation of our reality. It is now
time to let go of the illusions of
fear, suffering and struggle and
remember our abilities to heal
ourselves and then to shift into
higher consciousness, to be in
service to one another and the
planet, also known as heaven on
earth.
To this end, we propose a
LEARNING AND HEALING
COMMUNITY on beautiful land
in Western Washington which will
have both wooded areas and
flowing water to accommodate the
vision. The Center will be a place
for
workshops,
seminars,
conferences and gatherings, as well
as a degree-granting institution in
the study of Spiritual Growth and
Healing. Courses of study will be
determined as faculty come on
board. We will attract the best

teachers, authors and visionaries to
come and share their knowledge
and experiences. We will host
festivals and celebrations.

Ideal Acreage: 100+ acres.

The Community will include the
following spaces, which will be
created using environmentally
friendly building practices and
materials:

to work in a fun office with Judith,
(Tom), Ted and Don. Varied work,
but MUST know computers. Free
room and use of the house, PLUS
Jeshua appearances (via Judith) at
odd times, and free attendance at all
Jeshua events. Please contact Judith
at 360-681-5233.

● Large central conferenceworship-performing
arts
Center with classrooms,
healing
rooms,
office
spaces, and a large main
space for reception area
and bookstore;
● Cabins for living spaces for
permanent and visiting
residents;
● Central kitchen and dining
building, with large living
room to be used for
informal meetings and
relaxation;
● Meditation Center;
● Arts Center with studios,
music and sound healing
rooms;
● .Library with multimedia
capabilities and reading
lounge;
● Organic gardens (both
vegetable and flower) and
labyrinth, as well as
outdoor gathering space;
● Publishing
House
for
publications generated by
Oakbridge scholars;
● Water healing area: pool
and/or spa;
● Flowing water: waterfall
and sparkling fountains;
● Eternal Garden where
remains of loved ones can
be scattered and honored;
● Pasture land for alpacas
and other animals.

Wanted: OFFICE ASSISTANT

JESHUA Q&A

them and whether to make
themselves into more of an orb or
whether to stay smaller. So these
are probes that are coming forth.
And this is a big probe at the back
end. Okay, that’s what they’re
telling me. It has not been
something in my ken for a while
here.
So you would not say it was a fairy
or a nature spirit then. It’s more
an orb type, a being (Right)

I'm your UFO/Orb freak (Laughter)
Here are some pictures from my last
trip to ECETI Ranch near Mt Adams.

What would you say that is in this
picture? (It looks like squiggles on
the page) This is a highway, and at
night I took the picture (Have you
enhanced it?) No, that’s the way it
is. At the ranch they might call it
either a fairy or a nature spirit.
You can call it whatever you want
to. Just don’t call it late for dinner
(Laughter)
Is it a cannibal? (It could be)
Okay, you can’t tell me what it is
then?
Truly, beloved one…well, wait a
second. I have research people I
can ask. I was going to say I’ve
never seen something like this.
Here, let me show, for those of you
who can see, he’s asking about this
spidery
squiggle.
It’s
very
different. It actually looked like
some spider walked across the
page. Anyway, let me see. Well,
what they’re telling me is that the
central part of it, where the light is
brightest here in the middle, what
they are doing is sending out
probes to feel the energy around

This picture was taken at the same
place at night when I got out to my
camp spot. I wonder what that
light is, [illuminating the ground
in front of the car] because it’s not
in the rest of the pictures I took at
the same spot.
I see what you mean. Again, that is
the energy that would not be
visible to the naked eye, but it is
energy from some of the orbs from
what truly could be quite a
distance away, because you see
how faint this energy is. It’s
probably an orb or spaceship
(projecting that light there?) Yes,
from quite a distance.
Okay, wow. Thank you very much.
I learned something this evening as
well.

